All archaeologists study and attempt to explain variation in artifacts. Darwinian evolution provides a set of theory-derived methods and explanatory principles that can be used to account for the appearance of novel variants and their differential persistence through time and across space within lineages, or traditions, of artifacts. One method developed by paleobiologists to study the history of the richness of variants within a lineage involves the construction of clade-diversity diagrams. Once an artifact lineage is established, statistical comparison of the artifact diversity represented by that lineage with randomly generated clades provides insights into the origination of novel variants and the history of artifact lineages and suggests explanations of those histories. Such comparisons indicate that (a) the twentieth-century history of diversity of radios attributed by Schiffer (1996) to stimulated variation might be difficult to identify in a prehistoric context; (b) the history of increasing Great Basin projectile point diversity is the result of changes in weapon delivery systems; and (c) the history of increasing diversity in Lower Mississippi Valley ceramic styles is the result of changing patterns of social interaction and transmission.
INTRODUCTION
Ever since Binford's (1965) Shott 1989) . The tendency has been to present measures of variation as single numerical values, though it was suggested early on that a "histogram of class frequencies . . . contains more information than does any single numerical summation of those frequencies" (Dunnell 1989:144) . Further, efforts have focused either on determining which of several measures of variation might be used or on determining if available samples are influencing the measures and how to control those influences. We agree with Dunnell's (1989) observation that minimal effort has been devoted to building theory for explaining fluctuation in variation over time and Schiffer's (1996: 655) observation that archaeologists using Darwinian tenets of evolution have been "largely silent about variety-generating processes."
In this article we take initial steps toward filling the voids Dunnell and Schiffer identify. We describe a graphic technique developed by paleobiologists for analyzing and explaining a particular kind of variation as it is expressed over time. Our approach is couched within Darwinian evolutionary theory because we find it to be a fruitful source of analytical models and to have considerable ex-planatory potential (Lyman and O'Brien 1998; O'Brien and Lyman 2000) . Because we have discussed this theory's applicability to archaeological problems in some detail elsewhere [O'Brien et al. (1998) and references therein], we do not repeat those discussions here but take as a given the theory's utility and proceed accordingly.
VARIANTS AND VARIATION
When archaeologists speak of variation in the archaeological record, what they typically mean is that there are various kinds of things-that is, there exists more than one variant of a category of stuff, where a variant is a kind differing to some degree from other kinds. Most archaeologists today would agree that the construction of a typology or classification must be problem oriented-the so-called types resulting from the construction must be related to the research questions being asked. For example, use-wear on stone tools tells us about the function of those tools; thus, attributes of use-wear rather than, say, the color of the objects are used to build functional types. Other kinds of attributes are used when archaeologists desire to construct historical types of stone tools to measure the passage of time (e.g., O'Connell and Inoway 1994; Thomas 1981) .
Once artifacts are classified, variation is then measured. Potential measures, or indices, of variation are numerous, though archaeologists have tended to focus on three that capture in one way or another the structure of that variation. Measures of richness are simply tallies of the number of kinds or variants in a set of phenomena. Measures of evenness summarize the frequency distribution of specimens within the multiple kinds of a classification or typology. A collection in which the constituent members are distributed equally across all kinds is more "even" than a collection in which the members are abundant in one kind, of mid-level abundance in another kind, and rare in a third. Measures of heterogeneity represent a combination of richness and evenness and can be calculated in various ways [see chapters and references in Leonard and Jones (1989) ].
Regardless of which measure is used, the value taken by that measure of variation is a function of the classification system used. Thus as Dunnell (1989: (1989: 304) points out, not only must our classification be "constructed with a purpose and have meaning warranted by archaeological theory," the classes or types "must be mutually exclusive, exhaustive, and on the same [taxonomic] level, ensuring that classes are equally different in a structural sense."
The importance of how variation among artifacts is sorted and classified cannot be overemphasized. Usually, variants or types are specified for an analytical purpose. Measures of richness (which we use here as synonymous with diversity), evenness, and heterogeneity of collections are meaningless if the types underlying the measures were designed for disparate purposes. In the next section we discuss two kinds of variation that might be measured, one of which is critical to understanding the history of variation and to the analytical technique we describe.
THE GENERATION AND TRANSMISSION OF VARIATION
Archaeologists have traditionally called on ethnographically documented mechanisms of variation generation such as invention, innovation, and diffusion. In part because ethnographic informants answer questions regarding why they produce novel variants, archaeologists have also spoken of the "intentional," "guided," and "directed" production of novel variation (e.g., Braun 1991; Neff 1992; Rosenberg 1994; Spencer 1997 ). These terms imply that if a novel variant was desired, perhaps because it would solve an adaptive problem, it was invented. Although we endorse the notion that new variants are intentionally created at least some of the time (e.g., Lyman and O'Brien 1998; O'Brien and Holland 1992), we have yet to determine how such intentions are to be identified analytically in the archaeological record. Further, as we and others have argued (Dunnell 1989 ; Leonard and Jones 1987; Lyman and O'Brien 1998), using human intentions as an explanation places cause in the phenomena requiring explanation rather than in theory. As a result, it denies an opportunity to understand the evolutionary origins of human intentions. What mechanisms, then, might be called on to account for the generation of novel variants?
Stimulated Variation
Schiffer (1996:655) hypothesizes that "some bursts of variety generation" can be accounted for as follows: "[I]nformation (as matter or energy) coming from changed conditions in selective contexts can stimulate an increase in inventive activities of behavioral components and can foster the creation of new behavioral components." Labeling this "process" "stimulated variation," Schiffer (1996:655) notes, "in no way obviates [natural] selection; after all, every variant produced during an instance of stimulated variation can be selected against." Further, it "allows us to assign problem-solving its proper role in evolution, that of producing new variants" (Schiffer 1996:655) . To avoid the connotation of "directed" or "guided" variation, Shiffer (1996:655) states that a novel variant "created by [stimulated variation] is not directed by future adaptive needs, but is shaped by contemporaneous phenomena in the selective environment."
In our view, the key word is "stimulated" because it implies two things. First, it implies that at least some novel variants will appear as a result of new perceived needs, that is, as a result of intention (e.g., Basalla 1988; Petrosky 1992; Stein and Lipton 1989). Hence we elsewhere refer to "stimulated variation" as another expression of "necessity is the mother of invention" (O'Brien et al. 1998:493). Apparently, regardless of whether all or some of the new variants are selected against, "problem-solving behaviors usually lead to an appropriate response, and the result is a new adaptation" (Schiffer 1996:655; emphasis added). At least some new adaptations will, therefore, be the result of problem-solving activities that were stimulated by perceived changes in selective contexts. Second, stimulated variation implies that the generation of variation must be restricted to a cultural lineage-change must be internal to an evolutionary lineand that the source of the novelties may be internal (invention, innovation) or external (diffusion) to the lineage.
Identifying instances of stimulated variation has steep data requirements. First, Schiffer (1996:656) notes that invention is a "major source of variation [and] is hardly a random process; rather, inventive activities can be highly patterned by stimulated variation. These strong effects are often discernible as a clustering in time and space of similar inventions." This characterization indicates that a first step in the identification of instances of stimulated variation requires that the random background generation of novel variants must be distinguished from the spatiotemporally restricted instances of the generation of multiple novel variants-what Schiffer (1996:656) describes as "dramatic increases in variation" or a "burst of variation"-signifying stimulated variation. We describe below both a mechanism that we believe randomly produces novel variants and an analytical technique to distinguish between that kind of variation generation and stimulated variation. Schiffer (1996:656) suggests that the new variants resulting from stimulated variation will be "rigorously winnow[ed]" by selection-they will be "shaped by the selective environment" (Schiffer 1996 :655)-and thus only some may persist over time. This underscores that classifications must be theoretically informed and must monitor variation in great detail, but also that our classifications must monitor variation in two rather different ways. First, classifications must monitor variants that influence adaptive fitness and thus are subject to-"shaped by"-natural selection. We term these "functional variants" (Dunnell 1978) . To identify, monitor, and explain this kind of variant we need detailed knowledge of selective environments and their histories. Then, fine-scale spatiotemporal correlation of changes in selective environments and "dramatic increases" (Schiffer 1996:656) in the diversity of novel functional variants must be found. Given sufficient temporal resolution, the correlation will be less than perfect in a predictable way because, according to the definition of stimulated variation, the stimulus must temporally precede the appearance of novel functional variants.
A Darwinian perspective acknowledges that novel variants may not influence adaptive fitness but rather be adaptively neutral. This is the second kind of variation that must be identified and monitored; we label these "stylistic variants" or simply "styles" (Dunnell 1978) . Styles are adaptively neutral and thus are not subject to natural selection-they are not "shaped by the selective environment" (Schiffer 1996:655) . Stimulated variation can result, as Schiffer (1996:656) notes, in "false starts, partial solutions, unintended consequences, and dead-ends." All these potentialities, as well as the persistence of variants that have no apparent adaptive advantage, may be explicable as selectively neutral variants of various scales rather than as variants whose history subsequent to their initial appearance is "shaped by the selective environment." Thus, style as a particular kind of variation (as we define it) has analytical utility.
There is also the necessity of recognizing styles. Stimulated variation occurs within a cultural lineage, and one must, therefore, somehow establish that a lineage, or line of heritable continuity (signifying transmission), is under study rather than merely a sequence of variant forms. As Neff (1993:27) indicates, "Detecting transmission is a matter of ascertaining temporal and spatial boundaries and amassing data on the distribution of [artifact] traits arising from shared [artifact]-making practices. . . . Similarities may arise through convergence in the absence of cultural transmission, and these analogous similarities may be confused with evidence of cultural relations." In our view, stylistic similarity of artifacts is "homologous similarity [that is] the result of direct cultural transmission once chance similarity in a context of limited possibilities is excluded" (Dunnell 1978:199) . We return to this below and describe a technique for testing similarities that are hypothesized to comprise homologs.
Transmission Fidelity and the Random Generation of Background Variation
The concept of stimulated variation describes an important mechanism for the generation of novel variants. It appears to be incompletely characterized by Schiffer (1996) , however, as it tends to focus on what we term functional variants. It does not account for the persistence of adaptively neutral variants, and it excludes what we term the background, or random generation, of novel variants. All these factors are included within modern Darwinian theory, particularly that portion dealing with transmission and heritability. In short, the fidelity with which a thing is replicated varies from a perfect copy to a copy that is to a greater or lesser degree an imperfect copy of the original. Without using the term "fidelity," Kroeber (1940) , writing on what he termed "stimulus diffusion," or "idea diffusion," noted that cultural transmission could involve perfect or imperfect fidelity. Forty years later, zoologist G. E. Hutchinson (1981) Uhen 1996) show that selectively neutral variants will persist differentially and that we shouldn't expect patterned or significant increases or decreases in stylistic diversity over time. The frequency distributions of stylistic variants over time are "stochastically propelled" (Dunnell 1978:199 Transmission is critical to the evolution of a lineage because it can result in the differential persistence of variants, whether those variants are stylistic or functional. This is clear given the concept of sorting. Vrba and Gould (1986:217) indicate that sorting comprises "differential birth and death among varying organisms [variants] within a population" and that it "is a simple description of differential representation; it contains, in itself, no statement about causes. At its core, Darwinism provides a theory for the causes of sorting-natural selection." Their point is that change over time either in the frequency of variants or in the frequency of specimens within particular variants may be the result of selection, but it may also be the result of nonselection-driven sorting (Gould 1988) . For example, the latter can occur when selection operates at one scale-say, on a kind of discrete objectand results in the differential persistence of phenomena at a more inclusive or less inclusive scale-an aggregate of particular variants or an attribute of a variant, respectively. In other words, selection works directly on one scale of phenomena but only indirectly on another scale; the former is selected, whereas the latter is merely sorted. Other sorting mechanisms include drift (sampling error that occurs during the transmission process), random extinction events, and the hitchhiking, or mechanical association, of a trait with another that is being shaped by selection [Gould 1990 :21; see Vrba (1989) for extended discussion]. Identifying instances of sorting and distinguishing them from instances of selection requires not only the same kinds of data demanded for identifying instances of stimulated variation but also a detailed examination of phenomena at various scales.
ESTABLISHING CULTURAL LINEAGES
The transmission process underlies efforts to establish cultural lineages, or lines of heritable continuity, and archaeologists have at their disposal an analytical technique for constructing and testing whether a temporal sequence of artifact forms comprises a lineage. That technique is frequency seriation, which has seen detailed discussion at the hands of evolutionary archaeologists in the past several years (e.g., Lipo et al. 1997; Neiman 1995; Teltser 1995) . Thus we only summarize its history and most critical aspects here [see Lyman et al. (1997 and O'Brien and Lyman (1999, 2000) (1945) used it in their phyletic seriations of Southwestern pottery. The axiom also allowed archaeologists to perform "typological cross dating" (e.g., Patterson 1963), and it prompted development of the concept of "horizon styles" (Kroeber 1944; Willey 1945) , both of which assume that typologically similar artifact styles are close in time. The emphasis on style is critical. Although there was no explicit theoretical explanation of stylistic similarity, the seldom-remarked notion was that formal stylistic similarity denoted a close phylogenetic relationship in a sense analogous to that in biological evolution (Lyman 1998)-artifacts are stylistically similar as a result of cultural transmission.
Archaeologists in the first half of the twentieth century argued about how to determine whether typological similarity denoted common evolutionary historysimilarity was homologous-or functional convergence-similarity was analogousbut with little in the way of agreement . In fact, it was this debate that Binford (1968:8) used to illustrate the weakness of the culture-history paradigm: "It is evident that each culture trait tabulated in obtaining the ratio which measures degree of genealogical affinity must be evaluated to determine whether the similarity between traits arose as a function of lineal transmission, diffusion between cultural units, or independent development within each cultural unit. It is here that a basic, unsolved problem lies:
How can archeologists distinguish between homologous and analogous cultural similarities?"
The frequency-seriation technique comprises a way to test hypothesized homologous similarities (Dunnell 1970; Lipo et al. 1997; Neiman 1995; Teltser 1995) . Types that are homologous will display particular frequency distributions over time and space; types that do not display such distributions are not homologs. The analytical focus of frequency seriation is on changes in relative frequencies of specimens representing each of multiple stylistic variants. One can build and test a hypothesized cultural lineage with the frequency-seriation technique and then monitor change in diversity of either stylistic variants or, after reclassifying the artifacts in functional terms, functional variants. The requisite first step, however, is in building and testing the lineage, and that requires standard frequency seriation of artifact styles to ensure that heritable continuity is being monitored rather than a mere sequence of variation that may or may not entail heritable continuity.
Seriation and Heritable Continuity
Frequency seriation attempts to deal strictly with heritable, or phylogenetic, continuity through three procedural requirements (Lipo et al. 1997; Teltser 1995 Rouse 1967; Rowe 1961) . First, and perhaps least important, given the focal concern of phylogenetic continuity, the assemblages of artifacts to be seriated must be of similar duration. Meeting this requirement insures that the placement of particular assemblages in an ordering is the result of their age and not their duration. The other two requirements are critically important to the issue of phylogenetic relatedness. The second requirement is that all assemblages to be ordered must come from the same local area. Meeting this requirement, though an analytically complex procedure (Lipo et al. 1997 ; see also Dunnell 1981) , attends the fact that heritable continuity has both a temporal and a spatial component (Teltser 1995) and attempts to control for the latter in an effort to measure only the former.
In our view, meeting the second requirement increases the probability of meeting the third requirement [following, particularly, Rouse's (1955) reasoning], which is that the assemblages to be ordered in a frequency seriation must all belong to the same cultural tradition. A cultural tradition is defined as "a (primarily) temporal continuity represented by persistent configurations in single technologies or other systems of related forms" (Willey and Phillips 1958:37) or as "a socially transmitted form unit (or a series of systematically related form units) which persists over time" (Thompson 1956:38) . Therefore, if one meets the third requirement of the seriation method, then heritable continuity is assured and phylogenetic affinities between the seriated assemblages are guaranteed. The third requirement means that the seriated assemblages "must be 'genetically' related" (Dunnell 1970 level as well. Two points need to be made in this respect. First, the distribution of styles should, theoretically, be different from the distribution of functional forms over time and space. The former will measure interaction, transmission, and inheritance, whereas the latter will sometimes measure transmission as mediated by natural selection and other times measure adaptational change alone (Meltzer 1981) . In other words, functional forms might display discontinuous, or multimodal, frequency distributions over time as a result of, say, convergence or fluctuations in selective environments; when they display such distributions, they cannot serve as historical types.
The second point with respect to stylistic variants is that the phylogenetic implications of the hierarchical structure of the Linnaean taxonomy in biology are transferable to a similar hierarchical alignment of historical types of artifacts. Although a hierarchically structured typology need not have phylogenetic implications (Valentine and May 1996), a significant part of evolution comprises diversification, and thus a hierarchy of successively more inclusive types could ultimately reflect phylogeny, though this too requires testing (e.g., Lipo et al. 1997 ). The first pots manufactured were no doubt less diverse in kind than were their technological descendants. Further, differences between lithic technology and ceramic technology suggest that they evolved independently of one another, and each therefore can serve as a test of whether the ordering produced by the other reflects the passage of time (Dunnell 1970 Lyman , 1999 . If the types display unimodal frequency distributions and the requirements of the seriation method are met, percentage stratigraphy would not refute the inference that the ordering is chronological and would suggest the sequence comprises a lineage.
Although he doubted that artifact types could ever be used to build a phylogeny, Krieger (1944) 
CLADE-DIVERSITY DIAGRAMS
For nearly a century Americanist archaeologists have graphed change over time in the relative frequencies of specimens within types . The graphs of centered and stacked bars pioneered by Rouse (1939) 
Graphing Diversity among Phylogenetically Related Taxa
Paleontologists, under the term "biostratigraphy," have long used particular fossil taxa to correlate strata based on the notion that "the closer the relationship of two species, the closer they will approximate each other in time" (Eldredge and Gould 1977:39), with closeness of taxonomic relationship being denoted by morphological similarity. Originally, formal similarity denoted only close relationship in time and allowed the correlation of horizontally separate strata based on their biological content, similar to the typological cross-dating of archaeology. The evolutionary implication that formal similarity implies a phylogenetic relationship was explicit only after Darwin (1859:206) argued that "By unity of type is meant that fundamental agreement in structure, which we see in organic beings of the same class, and which is quite independent of their habits of life. On my theory, unity of type is explained by unity of descent." It is now axiomatic that caution must be exercised when determining phylogenetic affinity to ensure that formal similarity is not the result of evolutionary convergence [e.g., Lyman (1998) random; or . . . major features of the history of diversity result from large numbers of complexly intertwined causal factors none of which predominates, such that [clade histories] often appear to be random." The "orderliness necessarily imposed by the system" can be summarized as follows:
Initial diversity is always zero (before the taxon's inception); final diversity is always zero (after extinction); diversity never swings below zero; and diversity is Markovian (diversity at any time t ϩ dt depends in part upon the diversity at previous time t). These features limit the range of possible diversity histories and cause patterns of diversity change through time to appear more orderly than in independent-events processes, which have no Markovian memory and have no constraints at their beginnings and ends (Gilinsky and Bambach 1986:251). Uhen (1996) ]. Many of the real clades they examined appeared to be taxonomically richest early in their history and to become progressively less rich over time [but see Kitchell and MacLeod (1988, 1989) ]. Importantly, their methods of analyzing clade-diversity diagrams included a technique that can be used to identify Schiffer's (1996) Table 1 . We assume for purposes of illustration that the clade began in 1680 and ended in 1850, but note that this is procedurally incorrect because the temporal end of the clade is unknown. One should not calculate a CG value for an incomplete cladediversity diagram because if either end is missing, the CG value will be skewed. A top-heavy value will result from a missing terminal portion; a bottom-heavy value will result from a missing initial portion (Gould et al. , 1987 ; see also Gould 1978) . We use the graph in Fig. 4a here merely to illustrate the technique of calculating CG and return to the issue of whether it in fact represents a clade below.
Kitchell and MacLeod (1988, 1989) note that the categories "symmetrical," "bottom heavy," and "top heavy" are nominal scale. Only a CG of .5 denotes the first category, CG values less than .5 denote the second, and CG values greater than .5 denote the third. Using random simulations, they determined that statistically significant (p Ͻ .05) bottom-heavy asymmetry was found only in clades with a CG of less than .428 and top-heavy asymmetry only in clades with a CG of greater than .578 (Kitchell and MacLeod 1988:1192).
2 In contrast, Gilinsky et al. (1989) argued that one could, using Student's t, determine if differences are statistically significant between a CG value and the mean CG of .500 derived from Kitchell and MacLeod's (1988) simulations. These and additional simulations by others (e.g., Uhen 1996) indicate that the number of time intervals included in a simulation combined with the particular parameters of each simulation (particularly the probability of the appearance of a new variant and the probability that an existing variant will disappear during a time interval) influence the confidence intervals bracketing the mean CG. 
But Is It a Clade?
Before turning to examples, it is important to discuss how clades are distinguished. Earlier, we assumed that each of the five styles of headstones shown in Fig.  1 comprises a (historical) class within a single monophyletic group, or clade, and thus that Fig. 4a represents a clade-diversity diagram. This assumption is incorrect. Dethlefsen and Deetz (1966:503-504), who compiled the data for and published the original version of our Fig. 1 , indicate that four of the five types-death's heads, heart-mouth, medusa, cherub-comprise what they term the "slate-gravestone tradition" and imply that the fifth type-urnand-willow-comprises a different tradition. This change in tradition is "associated with a marked alteration" from headstones with arched shoulders that signify the slate-gravestone tradition to square-shouldered headstones on which urn-and-willow motifs are found (Dethlefsen and Deetz 1966:503). As indicated in Fig. 1 , headstones of the latter (and later) tradition replace those of the former (and earlier) tradition between 1800 and 1820. Thus, an analytically correct CG value can be calculated for the slate-gravestone (or arched-shoulder) tradition (CG ϭ .500) but not for the urn-andwillow tradition, as the termination of the (1967, 1971 ; Dethlefsen and Deetz 1966) used phyletic seriation as well as frequency seriation to help distinguish between the two traditions. The phyletic seriations revealed gradual changes in decorative motifs and thus suggested heritable continuity within the slate-gravestone tradition, but no such continuity between the motifs of that tradition and those of the urnand-willow tradition were found. Although phyletic seriation may reveal such continuity, we note that this seriation technique demands much finer-scaled classification of the headstones than is indicated in Fig. 1 Our point here is that in order to correctly construct and interpret clade-diversity diagrams, a major analytical effort must comprise the construction of artifact lineages, which in turn rests on classification (e.g., Patterson and Smith 1988). Further, not only is the shape of a clade dependent on classification, the richness and duration of a clade are influenced by the taxonomic level used to quantify clade diversity (Stanley et al. 1981) . Failure to expend this effort may result in a clade-diversity diagram such as that shown in Fig. 4b , which, though largely correct, implies by the included dotted line that the urn-and-willow tradition evolved from the slate-headstone tradition, which according to Dethlefsen and Deetz (1966) is incorrect. They had historical documents to help them; another analyst without such documents might have defined a "headstone tradition" and included both the round-shouldered slate-gravestone tradition and the urn-and-willow tradition ma-terials. Given this definition of the tradition, Fig. 4b would be correct. Clearly, much more thinking regarding how we identify and define traditions is required. Such definition and identification reduces to a classification problem, an arena that in our view has seen far too little thought among archaeologists as yet (O'Brien and Lyman 2000) .
EXAMPLES OF MEASURING AND EXPLAINING THE HISTORY OF VARIATION
If one wishes to identify instances of stimulated variation, one must first establish that the sequence of materials under study comprises a lineage, and that requires the use of frequency seriation, percentage stratigraphy, and/or phyletic seriation. Only after it can be shown that the sequence also comprises a line of heritable continuity is it reasonable to monitor the history of diversity. The burst of variation signifying stimulated variation must then be distinguished from the random background generation of novel variants, and calculating CG values will help in this endeavor. The CG values that are significantly different in a statistical sense from the random background generation of variation would suggest stimulated variation had occurred; statistically nonsignificant CG values would suggest random background variation or multicausal generation of variation. We now turn to examples of monitoring diversity within artifact clades to illustrate these points and note at the outset that the data sets we discuss are less than ideal for interpretive purposes. They do, however, provide excellent examples of some of the analytical hurdles that must be cleared if clade-diversity diagrams are to be of use archaeologically.
Diversity in Radios
As one example of stimulated variation, Schiffer (1996:657) graphed changes in the frequency of U.S. companies that manufactured vacuum-tube radios for the home market between 1920 and 1955. We assume his data reflect heritable continuity, as radio manufacturers either overtly shared technological information or they covertly reengineered products sold by other manufacturers. Further assuming, as does Schiffer (1996:656) , that the number of classes of radios extant during a time period is correlated directly with the number of companies extant during that time period, we graphed Schiffer's data (Table 2 ) in a form similar to a cladediversity diagram (Fig. 5) . The graph appears to be bottom heavy-there appear to be more companies early and progressively fewer later in time. It appears that many companies-and probably types of radio-arose quickly and then slowly died out. Schiffer's (1996) clade-diversity diagram for manufacturers of vacuum-tube radios (Fig. 5) has a CG value of .443. Student's t is 1.78 (p Ͻ .05) and indicates that significantly more companies manufactured vacuum-tube radios (and thus, presumably, produced more kinds of such radios) prior to the middle of the time period considered than after that point.
As a second example of stimulated variation, Schiffer (1996:658) discussed the frequencies of "different portable radio models manufactured and sold in the United States" between 1920 and 1955. His data are summarized in Table 2 We calculated CG values for the radio data in Table 2 lated richness values for all zero values. We refer to these as CG int to indicate that interpolated richness values are included in their calculation. The interpolated values are listed in Table 2 and are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The CG int value for Fig. 5 is .468 (t ϭ  .9995, p Ͼ .1) and the CG value is .443 (t ϭ  1.78, p Ͻ .05) ; the CG int value for Fig. 6 is .682  (t ϭ 5.685, p Ͻ .01) and the CG value is .686  (t ϭ 5.81, p Ͻ .01) . Richness values derived by interpolation do not create statistically significant changes in the CG values for models of portable radios (Fig. 6 ), but they do result in such changes for vacuum-tube radio manufacturers (Fig. 5) . Given our cautions in the preceding paragraph, we suggest calculating both CG and CG int values may be advisable.
On the one hand, there does not seem to be a statistically significant difference between the history of vacuum-tube radio diversity and randomly generated background variation within a clade (p Ͼ .1 for CG int , but p Ͻ .05 for CG). Although Schiffer's research indicates that the Fig. 5 graph in fact comprises an instance of stimulated variation, the statistical test of CG int alone would not allow us to identify that graph as such. Statistical tests of the cladediversity diagram in Fig. 6 , on the other hand, suggest that stimulated variation might be represented (p Ͻ .05 for both CG and CG int ). We say "might" for three reasons. First, with respect to Fig. 5 , recall Gilinsky and Bambach's (1986) remark: Perhaps so many diverse and somewhat conflicting "causal factors" are included that any statistical indication of stimulated variation is muted. Second, with respect to Fig. 6 , the CG values indicate the graph is top heavy. It is unclear in Schiffer's (1996) discussion if stimulated variation will variously produce top-heavy, bottom-heavy, or both kinds of clade-diversity diagrams. We suspect it could produce both. Third, the diagrams in Figs. 5 and 6 lack their tops, and thus we do not know what the complete history of diversity for either clade was like.
Any comparison to a random model and any effort to calculate a CG value is spurious because that value will automatically suggest a top-heavy graph (Gould et al. , 1987 . As a result, Schiffer's empirical cases provide statistically ambiguous indications of stimulated variation, which is not to say that they do not comprise examples of stimulated variation.
The preceding corroborates our earlier contention that identifying instances of stimulated variation in the prehistoric record will have steep data requirements. That both stylistic and functional variation are probably plotted in Figs. 5 and 6 no doubt exacerbates analytical and interpretive ambiguity. We suspect that were these two kinds of variation distinguished and plotted separately, rather different results would be produced. This can be shown by turning first to an example in which the kinds of variation under study are better known and then to an example in which only stylistic variation is considered.
Diversity in Great Basin Projectile Points
The history of types of projectile points from Gatecliff Shelter in Nevada (Thomas and Bierwirth 1983) is presented in Fig. 7 ; observed richness and chronological assignments (after Thomas 1983a:174) are summarized in Table 3 . A clade-diversity diagram for these materials is shown in 3 The CG int value for the clade-diversity diagram in Fig. 8 is .5995 (t ϭ 3.108, p Ͻ .001) and indicates that the diversity of projectile-point types increases through time.
In the following, we consider the cladediversity diagram in Fig. 8 and its associated CG int value. It is important, therefore, to point out that were we to follow Gould et al.'s (1987) preferred procedure of designating temporal periods of equal duration, those periods each might be of 100 years duration, as that is the smallest temporal increment that can be extracted from Table 3 . That procedure results in many more interpolated than observed richness values, and thus we do not pursue it here except to note that it, too, tends to produce a top-heavy clade. Alternatively, we might lump various horizons in an effort to produce collections of more or less equal duration. One possible result would be: Horizons 16 -13 (500 years, two types), Horizon 12 (750 years, one type), Horizons 11-10 (850 years, one type), Horizons 9 -6 (850 years, six types), Horizon 5 (650 years, four types), Horizon 4 (650 years, four types), and Horizons 3-1 (800 years, five types). This procedure, too, produces a rather top-heavy clade. Thus, we find the clade illustrated in Fig. 8 satisfactory for discussion purposes. What can we make of it? First, it is important to note that Thomas (1983b:425-431) documents in detail that the richness of stone-tool types per cultural horizon at Gatecliff Shelter is a function of sample size-larger samples produce more types. Sample size and observed projectile-point richness data summarized in Fig. 7 are correlated (Pearson's r ϭ .744, p Ͻ .001), suggesting that caution would be warranted were one to interpret the CG value derived from those data. For sake of discussion here, we assume the effects of sample size are insignificant in the following discussion of the CG int value. We further assume that the clade-diversity diagram (Fig. 8) is not truncated at either end. Granting these two assumptions allows insights to the history of Great Basin projectile-point diversity that can be phrased as hypotheses to be tested with additional data.
Each projectile-point type displays a more or less unimodal frequency distribution when plotted against vertical provenience, but those distributions are imperfect (Fig. 7) . Various explanations could be mustered to account for this kind of distribution, including stratigraphic mixing (e.g., Burgh 1959) and recycling and reworking (e.g., Flenniken and Wilke 1989) . Most recently, it has been suggested that at least some of the variation in the distributions of the types is attributable to functional causes (Beck 1995 (Beck , 1998 . None of these arguments invalidates the implied temporal ordering of the types, as they rather consistently fall in the indicated temporal order (e.g., Bettinger et al.
1991; O'Connell and Inoway 1994)
. But these arguments do underscore the fact that some of the definitive attributes of the types measure time-are potentially stylisticand some attributes measure functional change (see also Hughes 1998) . The two sets of attributes need not be and likely are not mutually exclusive simply because they are both found on the same point. It is likely that the point "types" at Gatecliff Shelter are combinations of both kinds of attributes and hence produce less than perfect unimodal frequency distributions. Beck (1995) found that side notching occurred frequently early (on large points), then dropped in frequency, and finally became more frequent again late in time (on small points). This is not unusual for a functional trait. She also noted that the proximal shoulder angle of all points was the single attribute that correlated significantly with time, as a stylistic attribute should, though this does not demonstrate that the proximal shoulder angle actually is stylistic because functional traits can also be transmitted or Others have suggested that change in the delivery system-lance or javelin to atlatl dart to bow and arrow-was the driving selective force resulting in change in Great Basin projectile points (e.g., Beck 1995; Musil 1988 ; see also Hughes 1998) . Recalling that the t statistic for CG int is significant (p Ͻ .01), change in the diversity of Gatecliff Shelter points might, then, comprise an instance of stimulated variation. We say "might" because of the kinds of variation measured by the projectilepoint types; some of the attributes appear to be functional and others stylistic. Further, some of the definitive attributes of the Gatecliff Shelter projectile-point types may have been merely sorted rather than directly subject to selection. That is, some of the attributes of the hafting elements used to designate point types changed as the engineering/design requirements for efficient hafting of a point on a lance or javelin changed to those for efficient hafting of a point on an atlatl dart and then to those for efficient hafting of a point on an arrow (Hughes 1998) . We propose, then, that the increasing diversity of projectilepoint types comprises an instance not of stimulated variation per se but rather an instance of an increase in the number of sets of design constraints that resulted from an increase in the number of weapon delivery systems.
What is design constraint? "Constraint is a theory-bound term for causes of change and evolutionary direction by principles and forces outside an explanatory orthodoxy" (Gould 1989: 519; see also Carroll 1986; Stearns 1986). The suggestion that change in the delivery system of projectile points was the selective force resulting in change in projectile-point form is orthodox functionalism (in Gould's and Stearn's terms). But note that minimally two scale shifts are made when one calls on weapon delivery systems as a functional explanation for change in the attributes of projectile-point haft elements. The scale shifts are from the complete weapon to the point (type) and from the point type to the attributes of the point, specifically those attributes of the hafting element. The particular history of delivery systems drove the increase in diversity of the attributes of projectile-point hafting elements. Each weapon delivery system posed a set of unique engineering design requirements-constraints-on the sorts of hafting element that would work efficiently; as new delivery systems were added, new constraints on projectile-point haft elements came into play. In other words, attributes of haft elements were sorted as a result of design constraints; they were not the direct focus of selection (e.g., Vrba 1989) . That honor, in light of the preceding, seems to reside with the total weapon delivery system, a much larger scale entity than the scale at which projectile-point types are distinguished. This is not the place to delve further into this issue. Our discussion is meant merely to outline the kinds of factors that must be considered if one wishes to explain the history of novel variants-their appearance, replication, and disappearance-and to identify instances of stimulated variation. So far, we have used Schiffer's radio data and data on Great Basin projectile points to explore this issue, but these data appear to comprise both stylistic and functional variation. We turn next to data comprising only stylistic variation.
Lower Mississippi Valley Pottery
The "seriation graph" produced by Phillips Not only does the richness of types increase through time in these data, so too does sample size (Table 4) . These two variables are correlated when all 58 assemblages are included (Pearson's r ϭ .69, p Ͻ .002); the two variables also are correlated when samples are lumped by chronological period (Pearson's r ϭ .93, p Ͻ .05). These statistics suggest that caution may be warranted when interpreting the history of ceramic diversity represented by the data. But, as with the Gatecliff Shelter projectile points, for sake of discussion we assume sample-size effects are insignificant. We also assume that the ends of the clade are not truncated. The temporal scale of the "seriation graph" is ordinal, and thus we do not know how the assemblages vary in duration. But recall that one requirement of the seriation method is that the assemblages seriated must be of equivalent duration. The "seriation graph" suggests this requirement is at least approximated, else the frequency distributions of the graphed types would not approximate unimodal curves (Fig. 9) . Therefore, we assume that the temporal duration of each assemblage is more or Is the increase in diversity of ceramic styles in the St. Francis River area an instance of stimulated variation? Perhaps it is. Increasing localization of decorative styles may result as symbols of one's social identity become more important; ceramic decorative styles transmit information regarding the pottery user's social identity. They also have a production cost, and thus are "driven by selection" (Lipo et al. 1997:318) . Production of progressively more styles over a relatively large area, then, must have been in some sense selected for. Identifying those selective forces is beyond the scope of this article, though we note that some interesting hypotheses have been outlined that might prove applicable (e.g., Braun 1985 Braun , 1991 Braun and Plog 1982) . Our point here has been to identify the historical shape of artifact-clade diversity as a springboard to detecting when such hypotheses warrant testing. And we emphasize that while the examples we review concern dynamic histories of diversity, a history displaying stasis in diversity over time also requires explanation.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Regardless of the paradigm under which one operates, modern archaeology has as its central focus variation observed in the archaeological record. Explanations of the differential origin and persistence of artifact variants across geographic space and over time vary because of different ontologies, epistemologies, and interpretive algorithms. Yet we agree with the remarks of Schiffer and Dunnell with which we began this article. Many archaeologists seem content to merely measure variation and to append some accommodative interpretations of what they have measured, perhaps with some cautions about the measure of variation used or the influence of the available sample on the measure. Little effort seems to be devoted to building theory to explain the appearance of novel variants and their differential persistence. We have outlined a method for (a) distinguishing between the generation of variation by stimulated variation and the random background generation of variation and for (b) measuring the history of variation, but we emphasize that the method is founded in and derived from a particular theory-Darwinian evolution. The method comprises the construction and analysis of clade-diversity diagrams. The procedure for building the diagrams requires that the units graphed be phylogenetically related so as to reflect a lineage. This in turn requires that frequency seriation or percentage stratigraphy be used to insure that a line of heritable continuity rather than a simple sequence is under study.
Darwinian theory also provides an explanation for the appearance of novel variants and their differential persistence. Stylistic forms persist, or not, simply because of the vagaries of transmission. Functional forms persist, or not, more as a result of selection than of transmission, though the latter also plays a role. But the distinction between the two kinds of forms is fundamental to monitoring and explaining the history of variation. Thus we find Schiffer's notion of stimulated variation an intriguing one, and we believe that the construction of clade-diversity diagrams, when used in concert with their attendant theory-Darwinism-provides a means to explore and explain the history of artifact diversity within an artifact lineage. The groundwork already laid by paleobiologists provides a way to determine when a clade-diversity diagram diverges significantly from a randomly generated pattern and constitutes an instance of stimulated variation. This in turn allows one to begin to explain why some artifact clade-diversity diagrams have the particular shapes they do.
NOTES
1 Care must be exercised in building a randomly generated clade-diversity diagram. Many machinegenerated sets of random numbers do not comprise truly random sequences of numbers, and thus the shape of so-called randomly generated clade-diversity diagrams are not, in fact, random (Rensberger and Barnosky n.d. Kitchell and MacLeod (1988) for details]. Uhen (1996) later derived similar results in an independent set of simulations.
3 As Foote (1991:116) makes clear, the center of gravity of a clade-diversity diagram "inherent in the time scale" may not be .5 simply because of variation in the duration of the periods of which it is comprised. Given the time scale-the set of temporal units and their durations denoted by the cultural horizons-for the Gatecliff Shelter projectile points, the CG inherent in the time scale is .436. This value is calculated as the proportion of scaled time since the initiation of the clade indicated by the median shared temporal boundary between horizons (or periods). Thus, the median boundary is that between Horizons 8 and 9; it falls at 1350 b.c., which is .436 of the total time since the clade's initiation at 3550 b.c. (with the clade terminating at 1500 A.D.). We ignore this problem here and note that were this inherent CG used for statistical comparison rather than .5, the clade-diversity diagram for Gatecliff Shelter projectile points would still be significantly top heavy. 4 Dethlefsen and Deetz (1966:508) state that it "appears that [novel variation] is primarily initiated by a small segment of the population and then spreads to the majority." This is an effective statement of what is known in biological evolution variously as geographic, allopatric, or peripatric speciation.
